Policy 3rd Conference on Lifestyle as Medicine

Payment

All entrance fees are excluding 21% VAT. Please note that after payment you will receive a confirmation.

Participants have several payment options.
- iDEAL (for Dutch participants)
- Creditcard and PayPal
- Wire transfer, invoice will be send directly after filling out the registration form.

The invoice will be sent digital.

Cancellation

If unfortunately, you cannot attend, it is possible to send someone else in your place. This is possible until 1 week before the conference. Please send an email to conference@lifestyle4health.nl.

If you cannot find a substitute and need to cancel:
- cancellation before 1 February 2020: 50% of the participation fee
- cancellation after 1 February 2020: 100% of the participation fee

If there is no show on the day of the conference, or only partial participation, no refund will take place.

Privacy

When registering, the participant must fill in personal details. Conference Lifestyle as Medicine will treat this information as confidential and will not make it available to third parties for advertising purposes or commercial activities.

Possibly we will make photos and videos, during the conference, which we will use to communicate about the conference, when you object to this please inform us upon arrival or send an email to conference@lifestyle4health.nl.